Tank Fallen Angel's MC 2
Ebooks Gratuit

Tankâ€™s life began and ended when he got involved with the Fallen Angelâ€™s MC. That same
year his ex-girlfriend, Candy took his little girl and ran. Tank lived through the club trying to pick up
the pieces of his broken life. Years later his daughter Bella shows up on his doorstep alone. With
her mother missing, Tank takes his daughter in and loves her. When Tank met Cher his world
seemed to be falling into place. He had his daughter back and his new girlfriend. Life seemed good,
too good. When his life is sent into a tailspin, he relies on his club to protect his family from the one
person that hurt both of his girls. Will Tank be able to come to terms with the past and keep his
newfound family together or he will lose them all again?
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I am so glad I found author Erin Trejo and her Fallen Angel's series. I may have read them out of
sequence, but that didn't make them any less great!Tank, Cher and Bella's story is such a great
one. Tank, the VP of the Fallen Angel's MC gets his daughter, Bella back after wondering for so
many years where his ex Candy had taken his daughter. Bella has developed an attitude, and a

smart mouth, and Tank is a bit at odds of how to deal with a beautiful teenage daughter, but he is so
glad to have Bella back he is determined to work this all out.Tank's current girlfriend, Cher has had
some history with other MC's but she is not all that familiar with the lifestyle despite the fact her best
friend, Jada is married to Creed the Angel's President. Tank is taken with Cher the moment he is
introduced to her, and is surprised to find that he is loving watching her smile, and interact with
Bella, although they didn't start off very well.Dougie, a member of the Angel's is killed by a high
powered rifle from an access road that few people know about. This is such a mystery, but when
Tank and Creed discover that he was killed because he was trying to get Bella out of a rival MC and
bring her home to Tank the war is about to commence. Since the shooter was a sharp shooter they
needed to find someone military, but it all still didn't add up.Cher is getting phone calls from her ex,
and Tank demands to know what the situation is with her and him. Cher finally comes clean and
tells Tank, tearfully that Thomas Finch locked her in an apartment and made her stop going to
college and separated her from her family and friends. He is the son of a rich man in town that
keeps covering up for his disappearing son.
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